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The runner's bible

First published 80 years ago and with more than 60 prints since then, this classic Prayer Bible has been blessed by countless individuals seeking guidance from the Bible. Compiled and annotated by Holm, who felt the need for such a book, it is rich in more than 1,000 biblical passages and short commentary that shed light on all life's problems. The Runner's
Bible is a daily spiritual respite for busy people on the run. First published by Hawtin Mifflin in 1913 and with more than 60 prints since then, this classic Prayer Bible has been blessed by countless individuals seeking guidance from the Bible. It was originally compiled and commented on for the 17-year-old daughter of On the Run by Nora Holm in 1910. Holm
felt that the book was of great value to people of all ages, especially in our fast-paced society. The Runner's Bible is rich with more than 1,000 Biblical passages and short commentary that shed light on all life's problems. Now more than ever, the Runner's Bible offers peaceful and quiet moments in a hectic and stressful world. According to Polly Bellian
Bellens, the author of several books, including All Children, All Parents, said, The Runner's Bible is the best spiritual aid for the daily prayer life I know. Many people have heard of it, and bookstores often assume it is for joggers. Nevertheless, thanks to its faithful underground word of mouth, there were 68 printings of this gem of the book. A compilation of
Biblical quotations and the author's own wise, inspired commentary, The Runner's Bible is a spiritual oxygen tank, health room, and compass for soul-searching, busy, healing and re-orientation. Most people who have come to know the Runner Bible keep multiple copies. The God encountered in the Runner's Bible is not a fictional distant superperson, but a
source and power of intimate, immediate existence and underlying personal existence. Organized around themes such as love, gratitude, healing, forgiveness and peace of mind, it can be sought for, especially in the moments of need. Regular and frequent use of the runner's Bible will help prevent us from mentally walking off the cliff and stumbling into the
ditch so that the compass that is frequently checked does not get lost. ←1 2 3 4 5 Next→ Visit the Help section or contact Premium Hardchart start a Bible review of runners: spiritual guidance for people on the run This is not a book you read - it's a book you carry with you. Written for the author's daughter more than 100 years ago, this little gem is a
compilation of bible passages arranged by the topic to keep our lives running too far in touch with our spiritual side. It has been reprinted many times and I have mostly worked in the 1998 edition - I have four copies and keep one in every important room in my house. I travel with this book and no matter how busy I amThe book you read - it's a book you carry
and taste with you. Written for the author's daughter more than 100 years ago, this little gem is a compilation of bible passages arranged by the topic to keep our lives running too far in touch with our spiritual side. It has been reprinted many times and I have mostly worked in the 1998 edition - I have four copies and keep one in every important room in my
house. I travel with this book and no matter how busy I am - it's a constant companion and reminder to stop, give thanks, let go and let Go of God. If life continues to overtake you, maybe it's time for a break and this little volume is what you need. ... Find out more first! more book picks with your inbox from Mark Bloom and Mark Bloom sent right from the
book picks, and the book picks are sent right into your inbox and dismissed thanks! Back to top
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